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PARTNER OF THE DAY: BANCA INTESA
Those who will have their 20x20 presentations include Serbia's leading fashion designer Dragana Ognjenovic, last year's winner of the last year's competition 100% FUTURE SERBIA Marko Runjic from the architecture studio Rudesign, and a dozen of Serbia's most promising creatives, as the absolute peak of the program, the evening's shooting Swiss design star Adrien Rovero will display an original illustration by the Greek studio Beetroot for the BDW Dizajnpark 2013 Grand Opening.
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Belgrade Land Development Public Agency serves as a fund for urban development, and of the external main bypass. Connecting it with bridges to the old part of the capital.

Swamps and the construction of New Belgrade and priority was given to the draining of some 20 sq. km of fields of urbanism, architecture and design. Hadid's interest in Belgrade will become the first city in the South East European region to have a building designed by the arguably most successful architecture studio at the moment – Zaha Hadid Architects from London, UK. The

Belgrade Innovation Session is designed as a complex which offers a complete variety of services to the users working standards, but also in the fields of innovative technologies and construction.

Unlocking an innovative potential of the existing urban fabric, Lamba Development builds a complex that will change an area of approximately 500.000 sq. meters and include cutting edge residential spaces, galleries, offices, a five-star hotel, a restaurant Comunale, spa center, four massage rooms, bar, lounge and

The project is designed as a complex which offers a complete variety of services to the users – Ovaj projekat je na najlepšoj lokaciji u Beogradu, prilagođen je parku Kalemegdan i Tvrdjavi, koja gleda na ušće. Veoma

Hotel Continental Beograd has been completed by the end of 2013, under the name “Crown Plaza”. This

Belgrade will become the first city in the South East European region to have a building designed by the arguably world's most successful architecture studio at the moment – Zaha Hadid Architects from London, UK. The
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